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1 Introduction
The World Wide Web has opened ways to operate large applications by users with simple client platforms located half
way around the world by connecting servers around the world
together. We present a system that makes a centrally stored
spatial database available to off-site users. Regardless of the
specific platform available to a user, all they need to do is simply establish a link between their client and the server. Unlike well-known web-based services such as MapQuest [2]
that rely on computational power of the server, our system
distributes the workload among the client and the server in
such a manner that the user will observe the system as being
interactive, with minimal delay between the user action and
appropriate response for most types of operations.
The SAND Internet Browser, the client part of our solution1 , provides a graphical user interface for viewing and
querying data stored on the central server. One of our design
goals was to minimize specific hardware and software requirements for the client component. Our solution was to implement the SAND Internet Browser in Java, this provides maximum portability across multiple hardware platforms while not
requiring anything beyond a common networked computer,
i.e., an Internet-connected computer with a Java-enabled web
browser.
The SAND Internet Browser is continuously being improved and new functionality has been added since its earlier
presentations such as [3, 4, 6, 7]. This paper accompanies a
demo which introduces some of the features that have been
recently added or are currently being researched and will be
available in the near future.

2 Importing Data
One of the features our users and supporters have been asking about most is allowing data exchange with other systems
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1 This client can be downloaded and launched against our sample spatial
server by visiting http://www.cs.umd.edu/˜brabec/sandjava/
index.html.

that support spatial data. Note however, that such systems
may not refer to spatial information in terms of coordinates;
instead, they may be using textual information such as street
addresses or intersections. We have investigated this matter
and as a result of our research, SAND can now convert a number of standard formats by directly importing them into the
internal SAND format. The SAND Internet browser includes
a spreadsheet-like interface that allows data to be manually
edited before imported into the database. This approach is
suitable for semi-structured data like Excel, HTML and GML
that may contain inaccuracies or need human intervention in
order for the conversion process to execute successfully. The
ultimate goal of our efforts is to allow SAND to import data
that provide information meaningful to human intellect yet
that are not expressed in the exact format computers can readily understand. Our examples below show how spatial data
valid from human perspective can be processed into a specific
format supported directly by spatial DBMSs. We show that
importing such abstract entities to a computer system may not
be a trivial task.

2.1 Postal Data
A postal address represents an unique geographical location. A postal address consists of a door number, a street
name, a city name and postal/zip codes. It is one of the common methods that humans use to locate a point in a road network. Large quantities of data with address information exists
on the Internet. Unfortunately, these datasets where information is expressed in textual postal address format are difficult
to query using their spatial properties (e.g., distance or nearest
neighbor queries). The conversion of postal addresses to latitude/longitude pairs is called geocoding. To achieve geocoding functionality for locations in the U.S., we converted the
Tiger [1] Shapefiles of all counties using the built-in routines
on the SAND Browser. Next, a spatial index was created on
these datasets. The naive way to perform geocoding would
be to perform textual searches directly on the addresses where
there is an index correlating each entity’s textual representation with the location in space through which it passes.
Clearly, such a method would not make use of the spatial
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Figure 1. SAND Internet Browser User Interface — (a) HUD Projects sites after the textual addresses
were geocoded. (b) Locations of bus stops on a San Francisco road map.

nature of the information. Instead, we devised a geocoding
routine that iteratively shrinks the search area until it is reduced to the smallest possible bounding box. For example,
given an address we first find the smallest bounding box that
encloses the corresponding state. Within this bounding box,
we search for the county name thereby reducing the bounding box further. We continue reducing the bounding boxes as
long as possible. At that point, the actual textual search is performed on the address within the smallest bounding box that
encloses all streets that lie within the same zip code. Once we
match addresses to the corresponding locations, the resulting
dataset can be visualized and queried in spatial context (Figure
1a).

2.2 Locating road intersections
Working with bus schedules presents another scenario
where the need for conversion of textual information into coordinates arises. Bus schedules represent routes that buses take
and each bus schedule is often represented in terms of road
intersections (Figure 1b). This information in itself is insufficient to map the route into geographical location. This class of
problem is a more difficult than the previous example. A bus
stop is represented as a pair of street names where the streets
involved are known to intersect at some point.
A naive approach could involve searching for all pairs of
intersecting streets but this is too computationally difficult. A
better approach will use the spatial nature of the information
available. An example of such an approach assigns Morton
codes [5] to each street segment on the list, then sorts the list in
the order of their Morton codes. The intersection problem can
then be solved more efficiently by simply comparing the street
Morton codes. If the codes are the same, the streets intersect.
This process makes the problem much easier to solve.

2.3 Conclusion
We have shown some of the advances we have made in our
research on spatial databases, client-server architecture, and
the SAND Browser specifically. Our team’s goal is to make
this application powerful as well as intuitive enough so that
this technology can be utilized by 3rd party institutions involved in working with spatial data. Examples of such applications will be demonstrated.
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